Repairable &
Resilient Kitchen Design
for people who live in flood risk areas
Most people would agree the kitchen is at the heart of every home. When a flood happens the
kitchen is often the most costly item to replace. If you are replacing your kitchen following
a flood, or simply upgrading your kitchen but live in an area of flood risk, then now is a good
time to think about making things more ‘flood resilient’. If you are flooded again, this can
significantly reduce the disruption and loss – and it doesn’t have to involve great cost.
In areas where the floodwater is not likely to be very deep, just using a little creative
design can do the job easily. But for areas prone to extreme flood depths, it is important to
completely rethink the design of your kitchen, so that it can become fully functional as soon
as possible after the flood water has gone.
A more detailed booklet, with case studies and further suggestions for the type of changes
that could be made, is available from the Flood Repairable website (see below). It will help you
to discuss with confidence the potential for a flood resilient kitchen - with a kitchen designer
(at any time) or with a designer and your Loss Adjuster (if claiming for a new kitchen on your
insurance after a flood).

Useful links
Flood Repairable: www.floodrepairable.wordpress.com/kitchens-and-bathrooms
BRE Resilience: www.bre.co.uk/resilience
Know your flood risk: www.knowyourfloodrisk.co.uk/sites/default/files/FloodGuide_ForHomeowners.pdf

USEFUL ADVICE AND IDEAS FOR ALL HOUSEHOLDERS AT RISK

RESILIENT MEASURES FOR YOUR KITCHEN

Resilient measures for lower and mid level floods
Small design adjustments ( as illustrated below) can help reduce the damage of a lower level
flood. Changing the fabric of the kitchen units can be helpful in a midlevel flood.

Wall mounted
boiler

Breakfast bar on leg
and plastic stool
Resilient plaster or
plasterboard put on lowest
part of walls horizontally
so it can be easily replaced
following a flood

Washer/drier on
raised plinth with
removable drawers or
on a stacking unit

Tiles can also be
used instead of
skirting boards

Cooker sited in
unit up high

Wall cupboards will not
be affected - use more
wall cupboards than
base units

Plug sockets
up high

Fridge and
freezer in a high
level unit

Removable kick
boards with no
kick heaters

Kitchen units made
of marine ply or
stainless steel

Kitchen units
made of
marine ply or
stainless steel

Tiled floor with
waterproof adhesive
and grout

Removable
stacking
units

Doors can be removed
on receipt of flood
warning but carcass
could be sacrificial

Dishwasher in
drawer(s)

Resilient measures for high level extreme flood
When you expect a flood of this depth, it is a good idea to be able to empty and move as much
of your kitchen contents upstairs or to a place of safety.

Tiled to ceiling using
waterproof tile grout
and adhesive

A kitemarked flood
door gives you time
to move things to a
place of safety

Electric wiring
coming down
from the ceiling

Free standing
wooden unit

Free standing
kitchen units or of
different material
- steel/plastic/
marine ply

Air gaps or removable
wall cupboards for ease of
drying and cleaning

Electric
cooker can be
unplugged and
lifted upstairs

Free standing
appliances or move
washer and dryer
upstairs

Central heating boiler to be sited upstairs
and use a Kitchen table that is lightweight
and easy to move

Tiles can also be
used instead of
skirting boards
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Tiled floor with
waterproof adhesive
and grout

Free standing
appliances

